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1 Kevin Anderson 96.70% 14.80% 52.32% N/A 8 27 69 41.3 26-20 2.02 1.91 107.8 

  John Isner 95.80% 12.60% 47.68% N/A 10 16 66.3 32.7 38-28 1.93 2.10 106.9 

2 Novak Djokovic 78.10% 33.60% 58.17% N/A 21 5 67.7 38.1 5-9 1.97 1.72 126.1 

  Rafael Nadal 75.30% 30.70% 41.83% N/A 1 29 78.6 43.9 11-7 1.97 2.39 123.3  
ATP Grass Court Mean 83.7% 

      
63.8 36.2 

    

 

Anderson/Isner – In the quarter-final Kevin Anderson became only the third player in history to beat Roger Federer after going two sets to love down. To 

be fair he showed guts and determination above and beyond what I have ever seen from him before, the way he was adjusting his footwork to return was 

outstanding for a big man and he earned his monumental win fair and square, question is will there be a let-down today? 

Isner claimed his first ever Slam semi-final spot by out serving Raonic, he faced a single break-point all match which he saved, while breaking the Canadian 

three times from six chances. Now, Raonic did suffer a thigh injury in set 1 and this was clear come sets 3 & 4 as his serve was limited and he couldn’t move 

too well. We have to give Isner credit for spotting this and mixing up his game nicely with more forward movement to the net to kill off the points quickly 

against an increasingly immobile opponent. 

The H2H between this pair is stacked in Isner’s favour 8-3 but the last meeting was in 2015 and for me Anderson has become a more complete player since 

then, especially with his mental attitude and this new found mental strength is going to have to keep him in this match especially when Isner is hammering 

down unreturnable serve after unreturnable serve, Kev has to keep his head and stick to his game plan on return and not let the frustration of not getting a 

racquet on 80% plus of the Isner serves carry over to his own service games. If he does let it affect him then he’s toast in my opinion. 

So, how will this match play out? Both players will hammer the first serve for easy points or push the returner wide into a poor court position, then follow 

that up by moving forward and finishing off at the net. If we see any baseline to baseline rallies then this will be an advantage for Anderson who has better 

movement and more variety to his ground strokes and this is key to the South African winning this match. 

Unless Isner is super-nervous in his first Grand Slam semi final then this match will go long 4 or even 5 sets. In this case even though Anderson has had a 

couple of tough matches I’d give him the edge in fitness, especially if he is making Isner move a lot as I’ve never been convinced with the Americans fitness 

and can see him breaking down after 3 hours or more of play. 



Djokovic/Nadal - Rafa-Novak, what can you say that hasn’t been said before? One of the biggest rivalries in tennis history. These two have played 51 times, 

with Novak holding the edge at 26–25. In the quarter-finals Nadal came through a near 5-hour epic knocking out our outright selection Del Potro in 5 sets. 

Djokovic had it easier running through Nishikori in 4 relatively quick sets. 

For me, Djokovic has looked more and more like the player of old as this tournament has progressed, he is being super aggressive especially with his 

forehand, he is getting mad at the umpires, the crowd, even the sun. The anger is back and that means his competitive spirit has returned and he no longer 

looks forlorn on court.  

We know Djokovic is the better grass-courter but Nadal is a Spartan and can’t go quietly even if he wanted to, this match is going to turn into a real war in 

my opinion. The key here for me is the serve, we all know both guys are outstanding returners so whoever can lay down there first serve with precision and 

depth will have the advantage as they will be able to keep the returner pinned back and off balance. If it does come to this then Djokovic is the better 

stretch returner. The one thing I will say is I am interested to see how Djokovic reacts to suffering on court in a physical match as he’s yet to be put to a 

lengthy physical test since his comeback. We all know Rafa is the supreme athlete, he absolutely thrives in long matches and for me he KNOWS he is the 

fitter player. I really cant call a winner here but wouldn’t put anyone off dutching 3-1 to either player at around 4.75 

 

 


